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Robinson+Cole Bankruptcy Co-Chair Talks MidAtlantic Expansion, 2022 Trends In Restructuring
"There's a lot going on generally where you see companies looking to bankruptcy as a
means of resolving a large litigation that they can't really resolve in any other forum,"
said Robinson+Cole's Natalie Ramsey.
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tain, waiting to see what happens to see both of those offices con- tion that they can’t really resolve in
next. We haven’t seen the flood tinue to grow. In our Wilmington any other forum. Bankruptcy right
of bankruptcies that some people office, we would like to bring on addi- now is affording a resolution forum
thought would happen with the pan- tional Chancery Court practitioners, that is helpful to companies, or perdemic. Instead, the companies are maybe a practitioner that practices ceived to be helpful to them. I think
continuing to adjust and wait and in the Superior Court to become a that’s continuing and not going anysee what would happen to next as Wilmington firm that has more of the where for the foreseeable future.
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